Abstract. Let Z(/) be the zero set of a function/ e /1(D) and Z(I) = OfSiZ(f)
The disk algebra A(D) is the
In one of his papers F. Forelli [1] posed the problem of classifying those ideals in A(D) which have the property that there exists a function/ g / such that the zero set of / agrees with the zero set of the ideal /, i.e. for which ideals / do we have Z(f) -Z(I) for a function /g /? Such a property will be referred to as the " Forelli property."
It is known that every closed ideal in A(D) has this property. On the other hand, it remained hitherto unsolved whether each finitely generated ideal in A(D) has the Forelli property (Forelli [1, p. 389] ). We now solve this problem. The answer, however, will be negative; a fact that was not expected in view of the results in the ring //(D) of all analytic functions in the unit disk D. This yields the following estimate (see [5] ):
where C > 0 is a constant that is independent of n. Our preceding results in §1 show that one cannot expect that even a finitely generated ideal / in the disk algebra has the Forelli property, i.e. that / contains a function / such that Z(f) = Z(I). Therefore, we are going to modify the question of Forelli by considering merely the boundary zero sets. This leads us to the following definition.
Definition 2. An ideal / in the disk algebra A(D) has the "weak Forelli property" if there exists a function/ G / such that Z(f)C\ T = Z(1)C\ T. We are now able to prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem. Every finitely generated ideal in the disk algebra has the weak Forelli property.
Proof. Let / = (/,,... ,fN) be a finitely generated ideal in A(D). We are now going to approximate the functions q¡ as in the Lemma. More precisely, there exist functions /., g Hf and Blaschke products Bi g Hf such that (2) Ik, -A/fiJL < V2N,
where II " IIoo is trie supremum norm in L00. Thus we have by (1) and (2) the following estimates on E: 
Proposition
2. In the disk algebra there exist prime ideals which do not have the weak Forelli property.
